Glucose-Sensitive Myokine/Cardiokine MG53 Regulates Systemic Insulin Response and Metabolic Homeostasis.
Mitsugumin 53 (MG53 or TRIM72), a striated muscle-specific E3 ligase, promotes ubiquitin-dependent degradation of the insulin receptor and insulin receptor substrate-1 and subsequently induces insulin resistance, resulting in metabolic syndrome and type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM). However, it is unknown how MG53 from muscle regulates systemic insulin response and energy metabolism. Increasing evidence demonstrates that muscle secretes proteins as myokines or cardiokines that regulate systemic metabolic processes. We hypothesize that MG53 may act as a myokine/cardiokine, contributing to interorgan regulation of insulin sensitivity and metabolic homeostasis. Using perfused rodent hearts or skeletal muscle, we investigated whether high glucose, high insulin, or their combination (conditions mimicking metabolic syndrome or T2DM) alters MG53 protein concentration in the perfusate. We also measured serum MG53 levels in rodents and humans in the presence or absence of metabolic diseases, particularly T2DM. The effects of circulating MG53 on multiorgan insulin response were evaluated by systemic delivery of recombinant MG53 protein to mice. Furthermore, the potential involvement of circulating MG53 in the pathogenesis of T2DM was assessed by neutralizing blood MG53 with monoclonal antibodies in diabetic db/db mice. Finally, to delineate the mechanism underlying the action of extracellular MG53 on insulin signaling, we analyzed the potential interaction of MG53 with extracellular domain of insulin receptor using coimmunoprecipitation and surface plasmon resonance assays. Here, we demonstrate that MG53 is a glucose-sensitive myokine/cardiokine that governs the interorgan regulation of insulin sensitivity. First, high glucose or high insulin induces MG53 secretion from isolated rodent hearts and skeletal muscle. Second, hyperglycemia is accompanied by increased circulating MG53 in humans and rodents with diabetes mellitus. Third, systemic delivery of recombinant MG53 or cardiac-specific overexpression of MG53 causes systemic insulin resistance and metabolic syndrome in mice, whereas neutralizing circulating MG53 with monoclonal antibodies has therapeutic effects in T2DM db/db mice. Mechanistically, MG53 binds to the extracellular domain of the insulin receptor and acts as an allosteric blocker. Thus, MG53 has dual actions as a myokine/cardiokine and an E3 ligase, synergistically inhibiting the insulin signaling pathway. Targeting circulating MG53 opens a new therapeutic avenue for T2DM and its complications.